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ent’~~n~~~~~~~~~~~~=(a~“)-,,.,, of nonrandom constants and independ- 
“, under some conditions, Lai and Wei (1982, Ann. Starist. 
10 320-335) proved the law of the iterated logarithms for SN = z,, aNnEn. This 
paper extends this law to the case of 3, = C. aNnu,, where {u,} is a linear series 
of the form U, = ~,~zO IC,E.-,. As applications of the theorem we establish the law 
of the iterated logarithm for finite Fourier transforms in spectral analysis and for 
least squares estimates in regression models in which the random disturbances form 
a liIIear Series. 0 1990 Academic Press, Inc. 
INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 
For independent random variables E, satisfying 
EE, = 0, EEL = a2, sup E/E,/‘< co, (1.1) 
n 
for some r > 2 and all n, and for a double array aN = (a,,)- m<n<oc of 
nonrandom constants such that 
% ai,<co for every N, (1.2) 
n= -02 
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define 
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aNnEn. (1.3) 
n= --a, 
Lai and Wei [4] proved the following law of the iterated logarithm: 
THEOREM 1. Sppose that (1.1) and (1.2) hold. Let S, be as in (1.3). 
and 
Sup a;, = O(A,(lOg AN)-P) for all p > 0. 
n 
(i) Zf there exist constants c, > 0 and d > 2/r such that 
(UN,, 
for N>MBM, and 
= WAN) as N-+oo, 
then 
lim sup IS,)/(2A, log log A,,,)l’* 6 o a.s. 
N-m 
(1.4) 
(1.5) 
(1.6) 
(1.7) 
(1.8) 
(ii) Zf [la,--a,ll*<g(N-M)for N>M>M,, whereg is apositiue 
function on { 1, 2, . ..} such that 
g(N) = WANI as N+co, (1.9) 
l@-i,“f g( KN)/g( N) > K2’r for some integer K > 2, (1.10) 
and for any y > 0, there exists 6 < 1, such that 
lim sup { ,,:;$ N &)/g(N)) < 1 + Y 
N-02 . . 
(1.11) 
then (1.8) still holds. 
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(iii) Suppose that for every y, 0< y < yO, there exist integers 
1 <N,<N,< ... and disjoint subsets I,, 12, . . . of the set of integers such 
that 
lim sup log log A,/log k d 1 + y, 
k-02 
(1.13) 
lim inf log log A,,/log k > 0, 
k’rn 
(1.14) 
where Nk, Ik may depend on y. Then for every q, - o < q d (T, 
l? izf 1(2A, log log A,)-“’ S,--ql = 0 a.s., (1.15) 
which entails that 
lim sup (2A, log log A,)-‘I’S, = o a.s. (1.16) 
N-m 
This paper extends the above theorem from independent E, to the case 
of linear series of the form 
00 
U,= 1 ICjE,-jl (1.17) 
j=O 
where E, are still as in (1.1) and ICY satisfy 
j~oIK,l-, Ko=l. (1.18) 
By (1.18), (un> has spectral density 
f(0) = (02/2n) 1 f KjeP@j2. 
J=o 
(1.19) 
Assume that 
O<fi<f(O)Gfi<co for all w  E (-q 7r]. (1.20) 
Let 
(1.21) 
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Analogous to (1.3), define 
aNmUn. 
n=l 
(1.22) 
We extend Theorem 1 to 
THEOREM 2. Suppose that the linear series (1.17) satisfy (1.18) and 
( 1.20). Assume furthermore that 
AN= 2 ain (=IlaNi12)+00 (1.23) 
II=1 
and that holds. 
(i) rf (1.6) and (1.7) hold, then 
lim sup IS,i/(2d, log log AN)“’ < g2 a.s. (1.24) 
N-CC 
(ii) If(l.9), (l.lO), and (1.11) hold, then (1.24) holds. 
(iii) Apart from the above conditions, assume that 
ccc 
C jtcf<co, (1.25) 
j=O 
and for every y with 0 < y < yO, there exist integers 1 < N, < N, < . which 
may depend on y such that (1.13) and (1.14) hold and 
liminf(N,-NkP,)/N,=L>O, (1.26) 
k-cc 
Nk-i 
lim sup c &,,/A,, < y. 
k-cc n=l 
(1.27) 
Then for every q, -(r < q < c~, 
lim inf I(22, log log A”,)-“* S, - q1 = 0 a.s. (1.28) 
N-m 
Consequently, 
lim sup (2aN log log A”,)-‘12 S, = u a.s. (1.29) 
N-CC 
We will prove Theorem 2 in the next section. Applications of the 
theorems are given in Sections 3 and 4, where we establish the law of the 
iterated logarithm for finite Fourier transforms in spectral analysis and for 
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least squares estimates of regression models in which the random distur- 
bances form a linear series. 
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
Put 
n=l n=lj=O n= -cc 
where 
ii Nn = ujpnaNj. 
j=max(l.n) 
We now show that d, defined by (1.21) satisfies 
First note that 
But, on the other hand, if we denote 
n r,=Eu- /tnUj= f(w) einw do, 
--K 
and let 
then 
Es; = ahR,aN = 
by (1.21). From (2.4) and (2.7), (2.3) follows. 
From (1.20) and (2.7), it can be easily shown that 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
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But (1.5) and (1.23) hold, so we have 
A ,--+* as N-co. (2.9) 
In view of (2.2), (1.18), (1.5), and (2.8), 
sup Iti,,/ = sup 
n n max(l,n)<jGN 
G s;P IaNA (j!o IKjl) 
Q$4,(10gA,)-~)“2=0(~,(10gd,)-~)“~. (2.10) 
Therefore, (1.4) and (1.5) still hold if A, and a,, are replaced by AN and 
ki,, respectively. 
Proofof and (ii). For N>M>M,, 
E(~,-&)*=cT~ f (iiN,+?,,)*, 
n= -cc 
where iiMn = 0 for n > M. But, on the other hand, 
(2.11) 
and analogous to (2.8), we have 
(2.12) 
Put c”,, = (27~fi/o~)~‘~c,,. By (1.6) and (2.12), 
lli,-n,ll*<( : E.)ii (2.13) 
n=A4+1 
Since 
= O(&) as N-co, (2.14) 
(1.24) follows from Theorem l(i). 
In view of (2.12) and by putting g(N) = (27cJ2/a2) g(N), the proof of (ii) 
is now straightforward. 
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Proof of (iii). For integers N> M> m > 0, in view of (2.2) and (2.8) 
= { f (nm)n:} AN 
n=m+l 
(2.15) 
N 2 
Kj-naNj+ 1 Kj- naNj 
j=m+n+l 
M-m 
,<2 c 
( 
WItPI 2 
c ‘CJ- na.wj 
n=l--m j=max(l,n) > 
M-m 
+2 c Li 
n=l-ITI j=m+n+ 1 
(2.16) 
where 
m-j 
r!m) = a2 
.I ,;. K,-jKt, j= 0, 1, . . . . m, 
= 0, j>m. 
Put a,(M)= (aNI .‘.aN,,,). Th en it can be shown that the first term on the 
right-hand side of (2.16) is equal to 
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2a,(M)’ K(Mm)’ K(Mm) a,(M) d 2a,(M)’ K’,“” IT”,“’ a,(M) 
= 2a,(M)’ R(Mm’ a,(M) 
=2sX f’“‘(w) 1 t u,.el’..‘~2dw; (2.17) 
-n ?I=1 
the last equality is due to the fact that rt (m’ is the covariance function of the 
MA(m) series with spectral density 
f’“‘(o)= (a’/27r) 1 f uje-q2. (2.18) 
j=O 
In view of (2.8), the second term of the RHS in (2.16) is majorized by 
(2.19) 
Put ‘y. = 2(f2 + 1) a2yo/f. Given any 7 with 0 < 7~ PO, it is easy to 
choose a 6 > 0 and y, 0 < y < yO, such that 
7 = 2(f* + 1) a2y/f, + 6. (2.20) 
For this y, choose integers 1 <N, <N,< ... such that (1.13), (1.14), 
(1.26), and (1.27) hold. 
Let Mk = Nk-, and choose integers mk - AM,/2. In view of (1.25) and 
(1.26), there exists k, such that for k 3 k,, 
N k-2<Mk-mkcMkcNk, (2.21) 
(2.22) 
(2.23) 
From (1.18), (1.19), and (2.18), k, can be also chosen such that 
f'""'(w)<f2 + 1, for all kak,,wc(-x,x]. (2.24) 
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In view of (2.17), (2.24), and then (2.8) the first term of the RHS in 
(2.16) is majorized by 
W*+l) “c” a~k,~(2(f*+l)u2YIfi)A”Nk. (2.25) 
?I=1 
From this and (2.15), (2.16), (2.19), (2.20), and (2.23), it follows that 
Mk-mk 
c ii~k,~(2(f*+1)IT2y/s++}aNk=yIA”Nk. 
(2.26) 
“=-cm 
Put 
&=N2k, A2k=M2k-m2k+ 1, 
Tk = set of integers in [aiik, fik]. 
(2.27) 
From (2.12), rk are disjoint and from (2.26) we have 
By (2.8), log log J&log log k - log log A ,=/log log k. Therefore (1.13) and 
(1.14) also hold for ARK,. In view of Theorem l(iii), we establish Theorem 2. 
3. THE LAWS OF THE ITERATED LOGARITHM FOR 
FINITE FOURIER TRANSFORMS AND PERIOD~GRAMS 
The law of the iterated logarithm of the finite Fourier transforms and the 
periodograms of some time series have been investigated by Wang [S]. In 
this section, we apply Theorem 2 to prove the law of the iterated logarithm 
under conditions weaker than Wang’s. 
Let h(t) be a nonnegative function on [0, l] such that 
h(t) 2 co, t E I, 
INt,) - h(t*)l G Clltl - t2L t,, t, E co, 1 I, 
(3.1) 
for some positive constants co, c1 and for some subinterval I of [0, 11. 
Define the finite Fourier transforms of tapered data by 
tN(co) = (27cN)-‘I* f h(n/N) u, eeinw, -7T<CO<7L (3.2) 
n=l 
683/32/l-S 
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The periodogram of the tapered data is 
IN(O) = 15N(QJ)12? -n<w<n. (3.3) 
THEOREM 3. Assume u,, satisfy (1.17), (1.18), (1.25), and (1.20) with E, 
satisfying (1.1). Zf (3.1) holds, then for any fixed o E (--n, n], 
lim sup 14,(w)l/(log log IV)“’ 
N-CC 
( f(o)~)#)2d~)“2, wfO,n, (3.4) 
(2j-(o)j-;h(r)2di)1’2, w=O,z. 
Proof. Suppose the fixed o is 0,. For integer L > 0, put 8, = 2x/L and 
(aj, pi) = (cos J?,, sin $I,), j = 1, . . . . L. Then it is easy to show that for any 
real a and 6, 
max (~,a + Bib) G la f ib( 6 max (qu + fljb)/cos flL. 
.i i 
(3.5) 
Set 
N 
a = c &z/N) u, cos nw 1, b = f h(n/N) u, sin lzw, , (3.6) 
n=l ?I=1 
s!$=ctju+fljb= 5 h(n/N)(c~~cosno,+~,sinno,)u,. (3.7) 
n=l 
Then 
N 
a-ib= C h(n/N)u,e-‘““l=(2~n~)“~ tN(uI). 
It=1 
(3.8) 
Fix j= 1, . . . . L and define 
a Nn = h(n/N)(ol, cos nw, + pj sin noI). (3.9) 
We show that (a,.,,) satisfies the conditions in parts (i) and (iii) of 
Theorem 2. 
In view of (3.1), h(t) must be bounded. Since inf,e, h(t) > 0, it can be 
shown that there exist positive constants c2 and cg such that 
N 
c,N< c af,,“=A,bc,N, 
n=l 
(3.10) 
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and that 
sup aZ,, < c3 = o(A,(log AN)-P) for all p > 0. (3.11) 
n 
From (3-l), for N> Man, 
lh(n/N)--h(n/M)( <c,(N-M)n/MN<c,(N-M)/N. 
Therefore setting a,,,,,, = 0 if n > M, we have 
ng, (a,, - aMn12 
=nzg+, 4n + nE, (h(n/N) - h(n/M))2 (CQ cos no, + flj sin no,)2 
< c,(N - M) + c;(N - A4)’ M/N2 < (c; + c3)( N - M). (3.12) 
Setting c, = CT + cj and d= 1, (1.6) and (1.7) follow. 
For any y with 0 < y -C y0 < 1, put N, = 1 and for k = 1,2, . . . . let Nk be the 
smallest integer such that 
In view of (3.10), 
N~~(cJczY)N~--~. (3.13) 
P = CdC2Y ’ 1 (3.14) 
and obviously (1.26) holds. But (3.13) and (3.14) imply Nk - pk; hence it 
follows from (3.10) that (1.13) and (1.14) hold. Again from (3.10), (3.11), 
and (3.13), 
Nk-1 
c a2,,,~c,N,-,~c2YN,~yA,,, 
n=l 
so (1.27) holds. 
Since {aNn} satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 2(i) and (ii), we are 
going to show that for JN defined by (1.21), 
lim A”,/27rN 
N-+oo 
= 
i 
a-2f(w,) j-’ h(t)2 dt/2, w,#O,n, 
0 
(3.15) 
c+.-~~(w,) 1’ h(t)2 dt, WI = 0, 71, 
0 
where aNn is defined by (3.9). 
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To prove (3.15), let 
HN(W) = : h(n/H) e-j”“. 
n=l 
(3.16) 
Then, from (3.9), it can be shown that 
Ii aNn e n=l 
-in+j(H,(w, -w)*+H,(w, +w)) 
-i Pj{Hd wl-co)*-H,(w,+o)}. 
Therefore for w1 = 0, x, noticing that 01; + j?J? = 1. 
5 aNn e 
-ino ’ 
II 
271~ 
n=l 
=d(lHN(ol -u)~~/~CV+ IHN(o, +o)12/2~N} 
+k(~f-Pj){H~( w1 -co)* H,(w, + w) 
+ H,(cD,-cD) H,(cu~ +0)*)/27tN. (3.17) 
Moreover, 
,HX(0),‘,2~~=(jl h(n,N))‘+ 00, (3.18) 
IHN(w)12/2zN< c/sin(w/2))2, OJ E ( -T 0) u (0, RI, (3.19) 
where c > 0 is a constant (cf. [I, p. 404]), and 
I’ IH,(o)1=(27tnN)-‘dw=N-’ 5 h(n/N)2+j-; h(t)*dt. (3.20) 
--L n=l 
It follows from (3.18)-(3.20) that, as N+ co, 
(27cN)-’ sn HN( w, -co)* H,(w, + co) do (say, ml > 0) 
--I( 
In view of (3.16)-(3.21) and (1.21), we have (3.15) for the case o, #O, 7~. 
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BY (3.15), 
log log &/log log N + 1. (3.22) 
In view of (3.15), (3.22), and Theorem 2, we have forj= 1, . . . . L, 
lim sup (21tN log log N) - l/2 W 
N+m 
= (f(u,) jol i~(t)~ dt)‘12 cl, 8, as., wi #O, rr. (3.23) 
From (3.5)-(3.8) and (3.23), (3.4) follows by letting L + cc (so cos 13~ --t 1). 
In the case o1 = 0, 7c, from (3.9), 
5 aNn e -in0 2 = l.xj,HN(U)(2. 
?I=1 
Therefore from (1.21) and (1.24)-(1.26), we still have (3.15) for the case 
w1 = 0, 71. Then, similarly to (3.23), 
lim sup (2rrNlog log N)-‘/2 s$)= 2aff(w,) j1 h(l)2 dt 
> 
112 
as. 
N-CC 0 
(3.24) 
or (3.4) holds. That completes the proof. 
Remark. As in Chen [2], we can extend the preceding argument to the 
case in which h(t) is replaced by hN(t), where hN(t) have uniformly (in N) 
bounded derivatives in (c,, d,)c [0, l] and AN(t)=0 outside (cN, dN). 
Then we have 
lim sup 15,(o)l/(log log N)‘12, 
N-CC 
<lim SUP 
N-cc 
f(W)j-1hN(t)2 dt 
112 
, 0 #O. (3.25) 
0 > 
In the case of o = 0, rc, the RHS in (3.25) should be doubled. 
4. A LAW OF THE ITERATED LOGARITHM FOR LS ESTIMATES 
Consider the regression model 
Y,=P 1x,1 + .‘. +bpx,p+%, n = 1, 2, . . . . (4.1) 
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where p > 2, and x,,~ are constants, and {u,,} is a linear process generated 
by independent random variables E, satisfying ( 1.1). Let 
N 
T, = (x,2, . . . . x,,J, H,= ; T;T,, KN= 1 x,~Tn. (4.2) 
n=l n=l 
Then the least squares estimate b,, of /I1 can be expressed in the form 
(cf. [3, Lemma 33) 
provided that H, is nonsingular. 
Making use of Theorem 2, we can extend the law of the iterated 
logarithm for b,, obtained by Lai and Wei [4] in the case U, = E, to 
general linear processes {u, } satisfying assumptions of Theorem 2. 
THEOREM 5. Suppose that in the regression model (4.1), the linear 
process {u,} defined in (1.17) satisfies conditions (1.18), (1.20), and (1.25). 
Assume I-IN: is nonsingular for some N, > p - 1, and let 
AN= ; txnl -KNH,‘Th)2 = 5 & N> No. 
n=l n=l 
Suppose that 
lim A,= co. 
N-02 
max uf.,, = o(A,(log AN)-P) for all p > 0. 
l<n<N 
Then 
lim sup {AN/(2a2A”NloglogA”N)‘~2}~bN, --/III < 1 a.s., 
N-CC 
where JN is defined by (1.21). If furthermore, 
and in addition to that, 
lim inf A Nk/A 
k-m 
,~,~L>l~liminfN,/N,_,=~~l. 
k-a, 
(4.4) 
(4.5) 
(4.6) 
(4.7) 
(4.8) 
(4.9) 
Then the equality in (4.7) holds. 
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Proof: Note that 
b,,-b,= i a,u,lA, = ~,lA,, (4.10) 
n=l 
and that (4.5) and (4.6) are just (1.4) and (1.5). Again, (1.6) and (1.7) have 
already been proved by Lai and Wei [4] in the proof of their Theorem 2. 
Therefore (4.7) follows from Theorem 2. 
To prove that the equality holds in (4.7) under the additional 
assumptiopns (4.8) and (4.9), we recall that Lai and Wei first defined M, = 
inf{N: N3 NO, A,2 LZk}, where L> 1, and showed that 
Therefore, obviously A,,/A,,,_, > L > 1. Then Lai and Wei choose Nk as 
a subsequence of Mk. Therefore, we still have A&A, ~ 1 > L > 1. In view 
of (4.9), lim infk ~ o. Nk/Nk-, = ,u > 1. Hence, 
l;m~f(Nk-Nk-l)/Nk=liminf(l-Nk~l/Nk)=l-l/~=~>O, 
k-rm 
so (1.26) holds, proving the theorem. 
Theorem 5 will set a foundation for designing a linear modeling proce- 
dure for subset regressionh with time series errors. We will discuss it in 
further papers. 
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